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Camping Terme Ptuj

Camping pricelist (in EUR) for year 2020

3.4. - 26.9.
18.12. - 3.1.

5.1. - 2.4.
27.9. - 17.12.

Person - without swimming 15,30 12,20

Person + bathing ticket 19,30 16,20

Person - All inclusive (Bath, half-board, elect.) - min.2 nights 30,30*** 27,20***

Pitch with electricity + 2 person, min. 3 days - 22 / 30*

Pitch without elect., 2 pers.+ 1child-min.2 nights 38,60** 32,40**

Extended stay+bathing ticket on a day of departure 10 8

Children 6 - 15 yrs. -30% -30%

Dog 4 3

Electricity 4 4

Camper stop max. 1 night 20 18

Check-in 1 1

Tourist tax 1,25 1,25

The prices are valid for the night and are valid until 12 pm and in the case of a late departure supplement until 18h. The price of camping 
and bathing cards also includes entry to 14 outdoor and indoor swimming pools in Termal Park (2 entries per day with 2 hour delay), 
where you can use all available water surfaces and saunas.

* Special offer of camping 2 persons in terms of period 5.1. - 2.4. & 27.9. - 17.12. on the parcel with electricity without bathing cards costs 
22 € and 30 € with bathing. Minimum stay 3 nights. Other discounts are not possible.

**Family package 2 adults + 1 child under 12 years old is min. staying 3 nights and digging 32,40 € in terms of  31.1. - 1.3. & 25.10. - 
1.11. and € 38,60 per night in terms of 3.4. - 13.4. & 24.4. - 3.5. & 21.5. - 1.6. & 26.6. - 6.9. & 18.12. - 3.1.

*** All inclusive package is not possible until further notice!

Electricity is supplemented by price list, as well as additional children.

All inclusive package includes bathing, half board (breakfast, dinner) and electricity on the plot. Minimum stay 2 nights.

Camper stop is allowed for 1 night, the price includes a plot with electricity and a person. Bathing cards are not included.

Discounts - stay over 7 days 5%, stay over 14 days 10%.


